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For the manual wine cabinet, please contact us at Wi6123 Slot on 0844 800 3830 or for www.caple.co.uk thank you for buying your new came wine cabinet. To ensure that you get the best results from your new purchase, we emphasize that you read this instructions manually before you use it. This manual contains
installation advice, usage instructions and other important facts about your chemical wine cabinet. If care is treated, your care should provide alcohol cabinet you have many years of pain free. ' Important warning and advice : Pack your wine cabinet carefully and remove the protective packaging from inside and outside. '
Packing (plastic bags, polystyrene, nose, metal, etc.) should not remain within the reach of children because they are a potential source of danger. ' After opening the pack, make sure the device is in the perfect order. If you have any doubts, do not use it and contact your retailer. ' Check all relevant items are in the right
position inside the cabinet. ' Release of the Mains Lead which is installed with a 13 amp UK type plug. ' Move your wine cabinet to its last location. ' Your cabinet is filled with wine as can spoil while your cabinet does not move. ' Make sure that specific ventilation guidelines are in the offing. ' Do not try to modify the
technical features of the device because it can be dangerous. ' This device should be used only for the specific purpose for which it was designed, i.e. wine storage. It is not designed for food storage. : First clean or maintain the device without disconnecting it. ' To prevent damage to the gate, make sure the door is fully
open. . Make sure you fully understand these instructions before you run the device. (2) Are not responsible: 1. Damage caused by wrong, incorrect or inappropriate use. 2. Any mistake in this manual, or any damage associated with it or any alcohol cabinet supply, performance or after use. ' Information in this document
is subject to modification without advance notice. Wasting old equipment is potentially dangerous to children. Before removing your old wine cabinet: . . . remove the door. Leave the shelf so that the children cannot easily get in. ' Don't allow children to work, play with it or climb inside the devices. 1 To ensure that the
instructions for the installation before changing the wine cabinet are perfectly level. This will reduce any company. Your cabinet is equipped with 4 seditfeet feet. However, we recommend that you make the back foot more and more rigid and then use the front foot at the cabinet level. Important: The wine cabinet wait
edited for 12 hours before standing the Vatican and switching on it for the first time. Safety Instructions : Heat up a fan through the empty rented down ' It should be well-planted by any heat source. . It should not be kept directly in sunlight. ' It should not be in a place (laundry, pantry, bathroom, etc.) . . . it must be
perfectly level. ' It must be a proper installed and reliable power supply to be properly fitted. ' Use of a multi-skat or extension lead is not recommended. ' This wine cabinet must be amust to provide protection in the form of an electric circuit. ' It is installed with a electrical bone ending the ground wire in a 13amp plug. '
Consult an educated elector or service engineer if grounding instructions are not fully understood. Warning: Incorrect grounding can result in the risk of electrical shock. 2 Operating instructions should be placed in the wine cabinet where the temperature is between 5-35 degrees Celsius (41-95 degrees Fahrenheit). If the
temperature is at or below that limit, the unit's performance may be affected. For example, in extreme cold or hot conditions your unit can cause the internal temperature to rise and the 5-18 o C (41-65 degrees Fahrenheit) range. • • • • • * ںیم نشیرپآ  تقو  سا  ڈوم  گنلوک  �ئل  �ک  �نرک  ی�دناشن  یک  یتانمولا  ینشور  �راشا  ںیئالچ 
�� . Light/band to control the inner light. Power off/off to control this device. (Press and hold this button for 3 seconds); The upper set button to set the temperature of the upper chamber. Reduce buttons to set the temperature of the lower chamber. Displays the temperature of the upper chamber. Lower lower chamber

shows temperature. 1. Every colling basket of wine cooler (upper &amp; lower) is controlled independently. 2. To set the temperature: Attach the electrical bone properly to the ground shop. In case of power interruption, all previous temperature settings will automatically be eliminated and each basket will be set to pre-
set temperature setting: for the upper basket for 6oc and 12oc for the lower basket. 3. Set the required freezing temperature by pressing the button near the top set/set low program. Each drop of the button will be able to scurry through the available temperature settings (for each basket) in a 1 degree increase. The
selected temperature will flash in the LED display for about 5 seconds, then the interior cabinet will return to show the temperature of 4. Upper basket: Temperature setting can be adjusted from 5 a.m. to 10 a.m. to 5. Low basket: The temperature setting can be adjusted from 10 a.m. to 18 a.m. Press the set temperature
(at any time) and hold the same button for about 5 seconds, the set temperature will temporarily flash in the LED display for 5 seconds. 3 7. Brightness LED : Set 8. Stable LED : Cabinet temperature 9. This unit has the option to display the temperature in the celcis or the fernet. To change the configuration, press both
buttons and hold (set up/down) for about 5 seconds, as well as a quick (bep) sound and a blue pilot light adjacent to the C or F mode al-Omanati. Note: To temporarily disconnect (stopping) the cycling cycle, you must disconnect the electrical bone from the power store. Note: There is no off position on the electronic
control panel. When the door is partially open to prevent long-term colling (operation), the door is partially open to avoid the crack/chipa from staying inside the door. Note: Always wait 4 minutes before the unit resumes if the operation is interrupted. To fit the shelf installation or remove the shelf, tilt the shelf according to
the diagram and just pull out, or push the shelf until it safely sits on the support bracket. We recommend that someone help you during the process. Required tools: Philips Scrio Drawer. (A lower left hand capture is provided with each cabinet.) 4 picture. B. B. Picture. D picture. E • ضبق� رپوا  �زاورد •  ںیئاد • )  ) �ضبق رپ  نایاپ 
�گ ںید  اٹ�  وک  �زاورد  پآ  روا  وچیھ  قباطم  �ک  تمس  ریت  کون  وک  �زاورد  رھپ  ورکس ، •  ںید 2  اٹ�  وک  ورکس  کال  روحم •  �زاورد  ںیئاب • )  ) �ضبق �چین  ںیئاد • ))  ) �ضبق رپوا  �س  بس  ورکس •  ںیئاب • • • • ) ). Please capture the bottom (right) . . . remove the assembly too. (Picture. A &amp; Number B) Remove the 3 scroofa of the right upper

capture, then remove the right upper . (see picture.j) Use the patch you removed from the right side of the left top &amp; bottom s . . . (see picture. D&amp;Picture. E) Rotate the door at 180 degrees then collect the wine cabinet in its last position when the fitting swatches are installed according to the route, stainless
steel checkpoint should be installed. Remove the protective tape from the stripe that is sticking to the back of the post and then place the wine in a position at the bottom of the folding cabinet. The flow of air through the grill should not be affected at any time. Failure to act on this will be denied guarantee. 5-Your wine
cabinet is designed with an autocycle defrost system. When the run cycle stops, the fridge level of the wine cabinet (the interior rear wall) automatically. Defrost water is located behind the wine cabinet in a drain pan next to the compreser from its powder. The recovery system of the sand is equipped with a system to
maintain the correct level of alcohol. If the amount of salt is too low, insert small plastic deposits on the top shelf. Fill these deposits on 3/4 full of water. Check the water level occasionally and the refile is necessary. Care and Care Cleaning : Closed Unplug the devices, and remove all items including the shelf and the
rock. ' Wash the inner surfaces with hot water and baking soda solution. The solution should be about two tablespoons of baking soda for a litre of water. ' Wash the shelf with a light-dittsolution solution. ' Control panels, or any electrical parts when cleaning the excess water out of the sphinx or cloth. ' Wash out the
cabinet with hot water and light liquid ditter. Clean the dry with well-split and clean soft cloth. Power failure : Maximum power failures are corrected within a few hours and your device's temperature should not affect if you have a decrease in the number of times the door is opened. If the power will be exhausted for a long
time, you need to take action to protect the material. Holiday time : Short holidays: Leave the wine cabinet work during the vacation of less than three weeks. ' Long holidays: If the wine cabinet will not be used for several months, remove and disconnect all items. Clean and dry the interior well. To prevent the growth of
smell and snoring, leave the door a little open (if necessary to open it). Move your wine cabinet . . . remove all bottles. ' Safely tap all the shelves inside the cabinet. ' Change the sedest legs based on to avoid damage. . Tap the door lock. ' Make sure the device stays safe and direct during transportation. Also protect
outside the wine cabinet. (for example with a blanket). Energy saving tips : Wine cabinet should be located in the best area of a room, away from heat-producing appliances, and directly out of sunlight. 6 Trouble Shooting Guide You Can Easily Solve Many Common Wine Cabinet Problems, Saving You a Potential
Service Call Cost. Try the following tips to see if you can solve the problem before calling the service engineer. The problem is the wine cabinet doesn't work. The wine cabinet is not cold enough. The wine cabinet is changed frequently and off. Light doesn't work. Wine cabinet vibrates. The wine cabinet seems to make
too much noise. The door will not be closed properly. Possible reason is not plugged into the device. The device is off. The circuit breaker is a fossil or blown with one. Check the temperature control setting. The outdoor environment may require a higher order. The door has been opened often. The door is not closed
completely. The door does not seal the gasket properly. Room temperature is usually hotter. A large quantity of bottles has been added to the wine cabinet. The door has been opened often. The door is not closed completely. Temperature control is not set correctly. The door does not seal the gasket properly. The device
does not have a plug. The circuit breaker is a fossil or blown with one. The bulb needs to be changed. The light button is off. Check that wine Level. Docobus noise can come from the flow of the taberid, which is normal. As each cycle ends, you can hear the gorgaling sound due to the flow of the taberid. And the
expansion of the walls inside can be caused by pop and rock noise. Wine is not cabinet level. Wine is not cabinet level. The door was turned over and not properly installed. The gasket is dirty. The shelves are out of position. 7 Recommended temperature settings to maintain all kinds of wine 12 ak 14 ak 6 ak champagne
NV, shiny 10 ak champagne old 8 ak dry white samalone, swegenson blanc 10 ak dry white Vorstramaner, riling dry white charardon ak old monomon 14 saitranas sweet white, ak saitranas 13 ak red old biojules 14 ak noir red rat oc 16 noir old Note, Merlot, French, Australian, New Zealand, Chile, Argentina, Italian,
Spanish, California 18 Ak Red Granaqhi, Sierra 16 Ak Please Note: You have to remove the shelf to store champagne and other non-standard sized wine bottles 8 8
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